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“Damned inconsiderate to get yourself murdered in the third week of Easter term.”  

“We don’t know that it is murder, Coleman.” Jonty Stewart stared out of the Senior 

Common Room window at the activity in the court below. The undergraduate’s body had 

been taken away fifteen minutes previously but still clusters of students huddled there, 

regrouping after they’d been dispersed by the porters earlier. “It could be a student rag gone 

horribly wrong.”  

“Nonsense. He was pushed. Marshall was pushed.” Coleman drained his sherry, 

thumped the glass down and stomped out of the room. 

“Perhaps they’re used to this sort of thing in Oxford.” Dr Panesar’s dulcet tones 

sounded at Jonty’s side.  

“It could well be. Professor Coppersmith appears to be in his element there. Deaths 

and rumours of deaths, he tells me.” 

“You don’t like Coleman, do you?” 

“I do not.” It had seemed such a good idea, exchanging dons with one of their dark 

blue rival’s colleges and Orlando Coppersmith had relished the opportunity to return to his 

undergraduate haunts. It would have remained a good idea, had somebody more amenable 

than Coleman come to St Bride’s college as part of the swop. “Despite the man reputedly 

being a sound mathematician and definitely being a useful wing forward. If only he was as 

good a person as he is a rugby player.” 

“I don’t like him, either. But he could be correct. That Marshall was murdered.” 

Jonty sighed. “You are, as ever, correct. What do we know so far? I only arrived in 

college after he fell.” 

“He was part of a group attempting to climb the exterior of the chapel tower. In broad 

daylight. By the time I’d noticed what was happening, the porters had leaped into action but 

even they couldn’t prevent such a tragedy.” 

“Who was involved?” 

“Apart from Marshall, only Woakes and another St Bride’s man whose name I don’t 

know.” Panesar traced an outline on the glass, perhaps trying to draw the scene. “They had all 

begun the ascent, despite the cries from the court below for them to come down. I didn’t see 

Marshall fall, because the Master had just arrived and I’d turned to speak to him. I wish I had 

witnessed the incident, distressing as it would have been, because then we’d have a better 

idea of what occurred.” 

“I wish you had, too. I trust your judgement. And while it might be possible to 

engineer an accident a deliberate push would be hard to disguise in full view.” Jonty noticed 

that the Master was presently up on the roof now with one of the porters, viewing the scene. 

“Was Coleman watching from the court?” 

“Not that I noticed, although if he’d been at his study window, he’d have had a prime 

spot for observation. You should talk to him, Dr Panesar.” 

“We should, Dr Panesar. But not before we’ve spoken to the other two mountaineers. 

If this was murder, then I want to hear their story before they’ve had time to ensure it fits 

what people saw.” 

 

*** 
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In any other Cambridge college, it could have been thought odd that one of the dons should 

be conducting enquiries into a suspicious death but at St Bride’s it would be expected. Dr 

Stewart was an amateur detective in the same way as he was an expert on Shakespeare’s 

sonnets. It was a fact. 

So, it was no surprise to the college nurse when he appeared at the sick bay to enquire 

after the two students’ welfare. Woakes friend turned out to be Garton, one of Jonty’s 

students, so it was natural for his tutor to be visiting. Having Panesar in tow wasn’t normal 

but as Jonty’s usual partner in investigation was presently in Oxford, a substitute had to be 

found.  

The students were ensconced in a room together, no doubt being fussed over with the 

nurse’s usual mixture of maternal care and lack of nonsense. Both were pale and wore an 

abstracted look, as though their thoughts kept being drawn elsewhere. After the obligatory 

soothing words and enquiries about how the patients were doing, Jonty shook his head in 

avuncular fashion and asked, “What were you up to?” 

“A dare,” Woakes said. “Marshall got a note saying if we were so full of guts as we 

made ourselves out to be, we should attempt the tower. During the day, so the deed could be 

witnessed.” 

It would have been easy enough for one of this pair, if they could disguise their 

writing, to use such a note to set up the circumstances to engineer Marshall’s fall.  

“You see, Dr Stewart,” Garton cut in, “we acquired a bit of a reputation from a couple 

of escapades at the end of last term. Putting a hat on the statue over St John’s gate. That sort 

of thing.” 

Jonty nodded in understanding. Even dons had been young once. “Any idea who set 

the dare?” 

“No idea at all. None of us recognised the writing on the note. At least, Marshall said 

he didn’t, although I had a feeling he suspected. He insisted we couldn’t lose face. He was 

that sort—refused to appear a coward.” Garton’s lip began to tremble. “Too late to argue the 

toss now.” 

Interesting. If this had been set up, the person doing so must have known Marshall 

couldn’t resist the dare. But would Woakes or Garton take such a giant gamble, risking their 

own lives in the process of ending another person’s? It was a damn sight further to fall from 

roof level at St Bride’s than from the top of a gateway. 

“Were the timings of your attempt general knowledge?” Panesar asked. “You had 

quite an audience for it.” 

“I don’t remember telling anyone, although word must have got around.” Woakes 

looked at Garton, who simply shrugged. “It doesn’t feel real, any of it. Like a bad dream I’ll 

wake from in a moment and discover Marshall never slipped at all.” 

The students’ reaction seemed genuine enough: one couldn’t fake the pallor on their 

faces. Yet a guilty man might still be in shock, because the sight of Marshall plummeting to 

the ground would have traumatised anyone. Jonty knew from his war service that even if you 

intended to kill an enemy, that man’s face could live in your memory.   

“Marshall was one of Professor Coppersmith’s students, I believe,” Panesar said. “I 

will suggest to the Master that he and I take over any relevant duties, such as informing the 

lad’s parents.” 

Jonty nodded.  Nominally Coleman had taken over care of Coppersmith’s students but 

they wouldn’t be entrusting him with this duty.  “I’ll tell the professor. He’ll be devastated 

when he hears the news, stationed as he is so far from the action. He’ll want to know what 

happened, as will Marshall’s mother and father. Would it be too painful to give us an 

insight?” 
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“I don’t know what more there is to say.” Woakes’s brow wrinkled. “He insisted on 

being first to make the climb because the dare was addressed to him. He’d assessed the place, 

for handholds and the like, sneaking up there last week.” 

“Isn’t the access door to the chapel roof kept locked?” Especially since a spate of 

incidents just before the Great War, another episode Jonty had been involved in investigating. 

“It is. But there’s another way—more complicated, via rooms and attics—known only 

to a few.” 

“Members of the St Bride’s mountaineering club,” Garton said, to his friend’s obvious 

annoyance. Clearly the secret wasn’t supposed to be shared. 

“His assessment was that you were safe to proceed?”  

“Yes. And when we got up there it seemed he was right. Plenty of places to grab onto 

and it’s honestly not that far from the roof line to the top of the tower. Even if you slip, 

chances are you’ll land safely, assuming you’re on any side except the south.” Woakes 

shivered. “The plan was to keep to the west face—which is in the lee of the wind—but for 

some reason Marshall edged round to the corner. I told him to stop. He wouldn’t listen. Why 

wouldn’t he listen?” The student broke into a flood of tears.  

“We may never know,” Jonty said, patting the lad’s arm. “Too often we wish we 

could relive moments in our lives and produce a different outcome. This advice will seem 

impossible now, but eventually one has to accept events and move onwards.” 

Once they were out of the sick bay, Panesar asked, “What did you make of that?”  

“Unless they’re excellent actors, I’d say both of them feel guilty about Marshall’s 

death but neither of them engineered it.” Jonty shrugged. “I base that on nothing more than 

my experience of such matters.” 

“I bow to your knowledge and agree. If they are telling us the truth, then it’s almost as 

if Marshall did all he could to make his death happen.” Panesar shot Jonty a sidelong glance. 

“Could a person use such an elaborate form of suicide?” 

“Perhaps. Although, much as it sticks in my craw to say it, that wouldn’t explain why 

Coleman thought he was pushed.” 

“If Marshall threw himself off the tower it might look like someone had launched 

him.” 

“True. Although the pair in sick bay said he slipped, which doesn’t sound like him 

leaping off.” They’d reached St Bride’s first court: Jonty paused to eye the chapel tower. 

“The answer’s up there, you know. We’ll have a poke around before we see Coleman. 

Perhaps the spiritual atmosphere will permeate upwards and make me more charitable 

towards him.” 

Panesar bowed his handsome head. “A miracle is always possible.” 

 

*** 

 

“Well, that’s my theory out the window.” Jonty’s spirits had dropped almost as soon as 

they’d started climbing the chapel tower’s internal staircase. 

“What theory would that be?” Panesar, halting by one of the arrow slit windows, 

looked out over the Cambridge rooftops. 

“That Marshall was pushed from inside. An arm or a pole or something poked 

through one of these holes to dislodge him, which would have put our two students in the 

clear.” Jonty tapped the window. “But there are no holes. Every aperture I’ve seen is glazed 

over, presumably to keep out drafts or small flying creatures. When did that happen?” 

“During the Great War, I believe. Which is why neither of us remember it. We should 

check every window and the like but I guess they’ll be in the same condition.” 
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“I can’t see any evidence of something like a loose stone being removed, either, 

unless the killer was remarkably swift and neat. Not even a smidgeon of loose mortar left 

behind. Hmm. If the inside provides no clues, then maybe the outside will. Just as well we’ve 

both got a head for heights.” And the porters’ key for the access door. “The how is only the 

half of it, though. The why is a puzzle. I mean, I can see the rationale behind using a method 

of murder that can be confused with an accident but why kill Marshall himself? Word usually 

gets around when a student is unpopular or a troublemaker and I can’t recall anyone having a 

bad word for him.” 

“Professor Coppersmith will know.” With which definitive statement, Panesar 

continued the ascent. “Best to double check everything before inspecting the roof, for which 

we’ll be using the proper way of access.”  

Once they’d done with the inside of the tower, they descended again and made for the 

roof door. When through that, Jonty immediately regretted his enthusiasm for examining the 

scene so closely. He’d been out there before but age had clearly withered the rooftop’s 

appeal. “Not a young man’s game, this.” 

Panesar chuckled. “I quite enjoy it.” 

“You would. You like aeroplanes as well.” Jonty kept his eyes focussed on the tower, 

quickly appreciating that Woakes had been correct about which sides of it were safer to 

climb. “Hang on. There’s something not right.” Taking a steady hold on the stonework, he 

reached up and ran his fingers along the facade, on exactly the sort of protrusion he guessed 

would form a useful place to grab onto. He showed his now greasy hands to Panesar. “What 

do you make of this?” 

“Looks like some kind of lubricant to me. Perhaps applied to make a man lose his 

grip.” 

“That’s what I thought. There seems to be a lot of it.”  

“I’ll establish how much.” With the agility of a man half his age, Panesar swung 

himself round the tower’s corner then edged around it, before reappearing on the other side. 

“Plenty of the stuff, forming a broad band along all four faces. It’s on just about every place 

you might cling to at that level, although clear above. Not easy to see the stuff from here 

unless you were looking for it.” 

“Then whoever applied it knew of the scaling attempt and probably did the deed after 

Marshall had made his reconnaissance.” Jonty looked down, instantly regretting that, too. 

“He’d have needed a good head for heights and, presumably, be confident about working in 

the dark.” 

“Confident of the weather forecast, as well, because the grease may have washed 

away. I’d also say he was tall or suitably athletic, in order to reach some of the places he’s 

anointed. One might assume he was also fortunate that his intended victim climbed first, or 

else one of the others could have come a cropper. Don’t you agree, Dr Stewart?”  

“Eh? Sorry, I was lost in thought. I agree with everything you say, with one proviso. 

This scattergun sabotage raises a key question. Was it Marshall whom the saboteur wanted to 

fall or would any of the three have done?” 

 

*** 

 

Coleman, sitting at his desk as Drs Stewart and Panesar entered his study, wore a horribly 

smug expression. So smug, Jonty wished he had an excuse to punch the man right on his 

nose. 

“I was expecting you.” Coleman didn’t bother to get out of his chair or shake hands or 

anything else a civilised man might do. “You’ve come to admit I was right about Marshall?” 
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“Our enquiries are ongoing and need to cover all aspects.” Panesar’s note of authority 

cut the correct tone. “You say Marshall was pushed. Who pushed him and how do you 

know?” 

“If I knew who pushed him, I’d have reported that to the police. You may not be so 

scrupulous here in Cambridge but those of us from an older establishment have standards to 

maintain.” 

“And the second part of my question?” 

“I was watching, from my window here.” Coleman swivelled round, pointing to the 

chapel tower. Of which he admittedly had an excellent view. “An idiotic attempt at showing 

off. Marshall was making good progress, though, when he suddenly launched backwards. I 

saw a hand dislodge him.” 

“A hand?” 

“Yes, Dr Stewart. One of those things you have at the end of your arm.” 

“But, Dr Coleman, where could this hand have come from?” Panesar asked, even his 

famed politeness wearing thin. “One of the other climbers couldn’t have been responsible or 

you’d have implicated them.” 

“Correct. It was thrust from inside the tower, probably through one of the slits. 

Marshall wouldn’t have expected it.” Coleman sat back, triumphant. 

“We have examined every inch of that tower from the inside. There is no place where 

anybody could have got a knitting needle through, let alone an arm.” Jonty scrutinised 

Coleman’s face, looking for any sign of surprise at the statement. He found none. “What do 

you say to that?” 

Coleman shrugged. “I’d say that you didn’t examine it well enough.” 

 

*** 

 

“But we did, didn’t we?” Jonty said, when they’d shaken the dust of Coleman’s rug from 

their shoes. “Examine every part of that tower, I mean.” 

“I don’t believe we overlooked anything. All the arrow slits were glazed and none of 

the glass looked capable of being swung open. Nor were there signs of removal and 

replacement.” Panesar stared at the tower. “It was a shout from Woakes that alerted me to 

something happening, so I immediately looked up rather than at the body falling. If a stone 

had been removed then I’d have seen it being replaced, I’m certain. And wouldn’t either 

Woakes or Garton have noticed something amiss?” 

“There’s definitely something amiss in this business that I can’t put my finger on. I’d 

bet good money that neither Woakes or Garton were involved but other than that I’m 

flummoxed. A hand coming from where no hand could have come?” Jonty shook his head, 

bemused. “It’s like one of those sealed room mysteries Professor Coppersmith so enjoys and 

which appear incapable of logical explanation until you reach the denouement and go, ‘Oh, 

that’s obvious!’ What’s obvious that we’re missing here?” 

“The grease? It explains why Marshall slipped and suggests why he might have 

moved round the tower to the more dangerous side. He was looking for a better grip, not 

realising every surface had been booby-trapped.” 

“Yes, that makes sense. Is it a deduction too far to say that if Marshall was determined 

to do the dare, then he’d have ignored the obvious danger? If he’d managed to get over the 

greased layer, he’d have had plain sailing to the top, by the look of it.” 

Panesar nodded. “Marshall might even have spotted all the grease, suspected that he 

who made the dare had applied it to make the task harder and thought he’d still show them. 

Of course, such a method couldn’t be guaranteed to kill, especially if the climber attempted a 

different side and merely slid to the roof. I’d say there’s more than one thing awry here.”  
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“Yes. And none of this gets us any closer to knowing who’s behind it all.” Jonty blew 

out his cheeks. “I’m going to the porters’ lodge to ring Professor Coppersmith.”  

 

*** 

 

He didn’t need to use the porters’ telephone or any other means of communication. Professor 

Coppersmith was in the lodge, looking fraught. 

“Back from Oxford so soon?” Jonty clapped him on the shoulder. “They’ve had 

enough of you?” 

“I’m going back tomorrow morning. I had to warn you in person. Where’s the 

Master?” 

“He’s up in the lodge,” the head porter chipped in, “with the police.” 

“The police?” Orlando ran his hand over his brow. “I fear I’m too late.” 

“I—” Jonty stopped, the mist having cleared.  

An alleged witness saying a hand had come from where no hand could have come. 

Someone who knew a bit about Marshall and how he’d respond to a dare. Someone who 

could also have seen him make his reconnaissance, so would know the coast was clear to 

sabotage the tower. And was athletic enough to do so. 

Deaths and rumours of deaths in Oxford. 

“What were you going to say?” Orlando asked. “Shall we visit the Master?” 

“No. If I’m right, it’s someone else we should see. Once you’re up to date.” After 

detailing the events of the day and making a few requests of the porters, Jontytook his 

colleague into the street where they could talk, unobserved. “When did you first suspect?” 

“Two days ago, when I identified him as the source of rumours.” Orlando lowered his 

voice. “A student died a year ago, falling off a bridge while drunk. While it was plainly an 

accident, word got around that he’d been killed by persons unknown. Even though all the 

evidence suggested nobody else was present.” 

A familiar sounding story. “You felt it your duty to investigate?” 

“Yes. Especially when I heard of a similar case that happened six months ago. A 

cycling accident. While there were some signs that the brakes might have been tampered 

with, there was no evidence of the other cyclist who allegedly knocked him off. The trail led 

me to the same person but I only deduced it yesterday evening.” 

A fracas breaking out the other side of the wooden door, with what sounded like 

someone being flung against it, ended the conversation. On re-entering the college, they 

found Coleman flat on the ground with the heaviest of the porters sitting on him.  

“We went up to his study to keep an eye on him, like you suggested,” the head porter 

said, with a grin, “but he wouldn’t believe the ruse about a jackdaw being down his chimney 

and us having to rescue it. So, he made to fly himself.” 

“Then, like the college peregrine, you swooped on him. Well done.” Jonty heaved a 

sigh of relief: at least Coleman hadn’t taken the easy way out, from his own window.  

 

*** 

 

“Why?” Jonty asked as they watched two police officers depart with their man while others 

went to search Coleman’s rooms and take fingerprints from the tower. “I know that some 

people get huge pleasure from causing other people’s deaths but why potentially draw 

attention to himself by making allegations?”  

“Because he’d know most folk would assume, in those circumstances, that he couldn’t 

be guilty. And by giving a ludicrous statement, contradicting what obviously happened, he 

put people off probing him.” Orlando wearily rubbed his face. “He’s that most dangerous of 
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criminals. A man who is mad enough to think he can get away with anything and clever 

enough to succeed.” 

“Not as clever as you. I always said we got the worst of the swop.”  
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